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ABSTRACT 
 

A large eddy simulation (LES) has been performed of         
the flow through a turbine cascade, named T106C, with an          
explicit filtering method. This flow has emerged as a         
benchmark for assessing newer types of computations like        
LES. The explicit filtering method is implemented using        
6th-order compact differences for derivatives, and 10th-order       
filtering for sub-grid-scale, functional modeling. LES with a        
uniform inflow, and one with turbulent fluctuations (from a         
precursor, forced, homogeneous, isotropic turbulence     
simulation) were performed. Broadly, the surface pressure       
distribution agrees with experiment as in other simulations.        
The effect of inflow turbulence has only minor effects on          
gross parameters like surface pressure distribution, wake       
profiles of losses, and skin friction distribution. Examination        
of 2nd invariant of the velocity gradient tensor Q shows the           
structural development of bypass transition over the suction        
surface terminated by a reattaching shear layer carrying        
spanwise rollers. These rollers break down continuously into        
smaller structures travelling into the wake. 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The promise of large eddy simulation (LES) as a more          
reliable method for analyses of turbulent flows is being         
realized, slowly, as it is deployed for increasingly wider         
classes of flows. In gas turbine development the first use          
was, perhaps, for combustor flows. An LES should capture         
the dynamics of a range of the largest scales of motion in a             
flow field accurately. This should suffice for analysis and         
design when the energy contained in the omitted small scales          
is small compared to that in the LES. As grids used in            
current industry practice (solving the RANS equations in        
3-dimensional regions) are of the order of a few million, the           
grid sizes required for an LES are no longer seen as           

extraordinary---not that the type of problems considered for        
RANS computations (multiple stages, full blade passage       
geometry, full ranges of operating parameters) can be now         
handled by LES. LES can be used to judge RANS solutions           
of situations that have been difficult to predict, such as          
transition, or separation from smooth surface. For example,        
the LES may consider just part-span geometries relevant to a          
row/stage. The overall expense on computation can still be         
large because integrations need to be carried out for long          
durations to obtain smooth statistics. Naturally, this expense        
needs to be weighed against the reliability and accuracy of          
LES solutions compared to RANS ones. 

The subject of this paper is the application to turbine          
aerodynamics of a relatively new method for LES, termed         
Explicit Filtering. In studies of several canonical flows, such         
as homogeneous isotropic turbulence, plane (supersonic)      
channel flow, round jets etc., this method has exhibited         
reliability and accuracy. Specifically, the LES were found to         
converge monotonically to reference DNS (direct numerical       
simulation) with grid refinement, by extending the resolved        
spectral range to smaller scales with little change to the          
content at the largest scales. Reliability and accuracy, and         
ease of implementation with straightforward numerical      
methods, commend this LES method for use in practical         
design and analysis. As an example, this method was applied          
to flow through a compressor cascade at off-design        
conditions (Reynolds number of 210,000 based on chord and         
inflow velocity) when transition occurs over an extended        
portion of the suction surface boundary layer (Rizvi &         
Mathew, 2017). The LES provided significant      
improvements, both qualitative and quantitative, over a       
standard RANS method (k-𝜔-SST) and a transition-sensitive       
RANS method.  

A standard benchmark experiment considered by several       
investigators for computations of blade aerodynamics is the        
T106A turbine cascade case. In the late 1990s,        
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measurements from several studies were available with blade        
profile designated T106 (Weiss & Fottner, 1995). Wakes        
from a translating frame of rods simulated the wakes of an           
upstream row. The Reynolds number based on axial chord         
and inflow velocity was about 51,800, which was even         
suitable for DNS. DNS and LES of this experiment were          
reported by, for example, Michelassi et al. (2002), and         
Wissink (2003). There has been some difficulty is adopting         
this test case, because appreciable sensitivity to inlet flow         
angle has been observed. From RANS solutions, it was         
suggested that the actual inflow angle was about 45.5o, rather          
than the geometric angle of 37.7o. Later, there have been          
other simulations too.  

Subsequently, with the same blade profile but with a         
larger pitch-to-chord ratio of 0.95, Michalek et al. (2012)         
reported measurements for a range of larger Reynolds        
numbers 80,000--250,000, designated as case T106C. The       
upstream flow had a natural turbulence level of 0.9%. With          
upstream grids, turbulence levels were estimated to be 1.8,         
2.4 and 3.2% at the blade leading edge from a measured           
decay law. These flows have been a continuing test case for a            
workshop series on high order CFD methods (HiOCFD5,        
2018). Since there are only a few LES/DNS of T106C          
(Hillewaert et al., 2014; Marty, 2014; Garai et al., 2016), and           
the experiments are more recent, and ought to have been          
informed by the experiences with the T106A flows, we         
selected this case to demonstrate the effectiveness and        
relative ease of use of the explicit filtering method. Also,          
Marty (2014) observed that the lowest Reynolds number case         
showed the largest differences between simulation and       
experiment; at Re = 250000, RANS suffices.  

Simulations of the T106C case have shown close        
agreement on the blade surface pressure distribution, except        
for a short extent, about 20% of the chord, near the aft end of              
the suction surface. Hillewaert et al. (2014) used a         
discontinuous Galerkin finite element method for a DNS        
with about 16.8 degrees of freedom. Marty (2014) used 27          
million points with a finite volume method and the WALE          
SGS model. Garai et al. (2016) showed some improvements         
with their spectral-element DNS. Both T106A and T106C        
cases were simulated. The method uses 8th-order elements        
in space and 4th-order in time. The degrees of freedom per           
variable were about 6 to 7 million. Not surprisingly, an          
essential message of these results is the need for adequate          
resolution for obtaining accurate solutions. 

In the following sections, the numerical method is        
presented, including a detailed description of the features of         
the explicit filtering method for LES, and the most relevant,          
resolution characteristics of the implementation used in this        
study. Results include comparisons with experiment of       
surface pressures (as isentropic Mach number), and wake        
loss profiles. Other quantities available from the LES reveal         
the development of bypass transition over the suction surface         
and the broadening of the energy spectrum. 
 
 
 
 

NUMERICAL METHOD 
 

Compressible flow is governed by equations of the form 
 

∂t
∂A + ∂x

∂F + ∂y
∂G + 0.∂z

∂H =  (1) 
 
Here, the vector of conserved variables is A = (𝜌, 𝜌u, 𝜌v, 𝜌w,             
E) , with density 𝜌, Cartesian velocity components (u, v, w)           
and energy E = p/(𝛾 - 1) + 𝜌(u2 + v2 + w2)/2; p is the pressure,                 
and 𝛾 is the specific heat ratio. F, G, and H are sums of              
inviscid and viscous fluxes (see, for example, Tannehill et         
al., 1984). Viscosity was calculated as per Sutherland’s law,         
the Prandtl number was 0.7, 𝛾 = 1.4, and specific heat cp =             
1.005. The Cartesian coordinate x is along the axial         
direction, y is tangential, and z is spanwise. Equation (1) was           
transformed into a general curvilinear coordinate system (𝜉,        
𝜂, 𝜁) and also cast into a set of equations in the same             
conservative form. Time-stepping was performed using a       
2nd-order Runge-Kutta scheme. Spatial derivatives were      
obtained with a 6th-order compact differences; details are        
provided below after introducing the LES method. 

LES Method 
 

An LES, being an approximation containing only a        
range of large scales of a turbulent flow, requires a          
sub-grid-scale (SGS) model. The model accounts for the        
effect of the omitted small scales on the large scale motions           
that are computed. Early studies were aimed at finding the          
best SGS model, but a broad conclusion appears to be that           
acceptable solutions can be found with several different        
models. Analysts adopt a method based on their experience         
with a class of flows---reinforced by their successes. Often         
the choice is closely linked to the spatial discretization         
method being used. Perhaps, the most widely used SGS         
model is the dynamic Smagorinsky model. The original        
Smagorinsky model adds an eddy viscosity term to        
momentum equations, and the dynamic version finds the        
calibration constant dynamically, from the evolving      
flowfields themselves. An extensive discussion of LES       
models can be found in Sagaut (2006). 

The LES method used in the present studies was         
proposed by Mathew et al. (2003) and termed an explicit          
filtering method. Their derivation of the method provided a         
principle for LES rather than a specific formula: The         
governing equations are to be integrated in time without         
adding any model terms, and transported fields such as         
velocity should be low-pass filtered in space after every         
time-step; the filter response function must be `flat’ over a          
range of large scales (little or no filtering), and fall off           
smoothly over a small range of the smallest scales that are           
present in the LES; numerical operations such as        
differentiation must use high-resolution formulas so that they        
do not introduce any spatial filtering of large scale content.          
An interpretation of the effect of this method as the use of a             
spectral buffer is available (Mathew, 2017).  
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An attractive feature of this method is that the LES          
converge monotonically as the grid is refined to the fields          
with the full range of scales (ones that would be obtained           
with a direct numerical simulation (DNS)). The monotonic        
convergence is obtained because the high-resolution      
numerical operations, and explicit filtering, are spectrally       
accurate over a range of low wavenumbers, so that when the           
grid is refined, the solution gets modified to include         
dynamics of smaller scales without any significant change to         
dynamics of large scales. Demonstration of this monotonic        
convergence is available in the original proposal (Mathew et         
al, 2003) and for other flows, especially the broadening of          
spectra to small scales without altering large scales, in         
Mathew(2017). 

Since no terms are added to the governing equations         
when performing LES by explicit filtering, qualitatively       
accurate solutions are obtained once the grid is fine enough          
to resolve the range of scales that have any O(1) influence on            
the large scale dynamics. Any further refinement provides        
only small, quantitative improvements. Thus, a fine grid is         
needed, for example, at the last stages of boundary layer          
transition where there is a rapid growth of small scale          
activity; without a sufficiently fine local grid, transition        
would get smeared. Even such local structural changes        
converge monotonically with this method (Rizvi & Mathew,        
2017). 

LES with the FDL3DI code of AFRL implements this          
explicit filtering principle, and have been applied to a wide          
range of flows. Rizzetta et al. (2008) review some of these           
cases, including flows through turbine passages. Applications       
to aeroacoustic problems with a different numerical method,        
but with the same principle have been used elsewhere (see,          
for example, Bogey & Bailly, 2004) 

Spatial operations 

Figure 1 Filter response functions of 6th-order       
compact difference formula (━━━), and 10th-order      
low-pass filter (━ ━ ━). Both functions are flat         
over a range of low wavenumbers, and falls off         
smoothly to zero near kmax. 
 

High-resolution derivatives can be obtained using implicit       
(compact) difference formulas or very high order explicit        
formulas. To reduce computational effort, we employ       
compact differences with the splitting proposed by Hixon &         
Turkel (2000). Common compact difference formulas lead       
to tridiagonal or pentadiagonal systems of equations.       
Splitting produces a pair of bidiagonal systems which are         
solved alternately at each Runge-Kutta stage. Operation       
count is reduced to one-half that needed for a tridiagonal          
system.  

Resolution characteristics can be understood by      
examining the modified wavenumber function of a difference        
scheme. The implied filtering of a difference scheme is         
given by the filter transfer (or, response) function T(k), which          
is the ratio of the modified wavenumber to the wavenumber          
k. Figure 1 shows the filter response function of the          
6th-order compact difference formula used. We can observe        
that T(k) ≈ 1 for k ≲ kmax/2, where kmax is the maximum             
wavenumber that can be represented on the grid. Also         
shown is the filter response function of the 10th-order,         
implicit filter that is applied to transported fields after every          
time step. Most low wavenumber content is not filtered, and          
the fall off is smooth over a small range near kmax. In the             
studies that accompanied the initial proposal of the explicit         
filtering method, the filter cutoff wavenumber (the       
wavenumber above which the filter response function is, say,         
less than 0.9) of the explicit filter was less than that of the             
difference formulas which had been optimised to provid near         
spectral resolution (cut-off close to kmax). Here, since the         
numerical scheme has a relatively lower cutoff, a high cut-off          
suffices for the explicit filter.  

The code (ltccaos) was developed in our laboratory and         
has been validated systematically for a variety of cases from          
simple, laminar channel and boundary layers, scattering of a         
pressure pulse by a circular cylinder, to LES of turbulent          
flow past a hump at a Reynolds number of 47500. The code            
has also been used for LES of flow through a tandem-bladed           
compressor cascade (Mitra et al., 2017) and a compressor         
stage (Mondal and Mathew, 2017). It runs in mpi-parallel         
mode on thousands of processors. The methods implemented        
in the code were developed in a sequence of PhD theses. 

To represent the flow past the blade accurately, an         
O-grid was wrapped around the blade. A background H-grid         
occupies the region outside the O-grid. Values at gridpoints         
on the outer boundary of the O-grid are obtained from the           
solution on the H-grid cell by 4th-order Hermite        
interpolation. A similar procedure provides values at the        
(internal) boundary of the H-grid. This overset procedure is         
due to Delfs (2001); useful implementation details are also         
available (Bhaskaran & Lele, 2011). 

LES OF T106C TURBINE CASCADE 
 

The present simulations are of the experiments with the         
isentropic Mach number at exit MS2 = 0.65, and Reynolds          
number ReS2 = 80000 based on blade chord and exit          
velocity. The domain and grids used are shown in Fig. 2.           
Lengths are shown in terms of blade chord C in the figure.            
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In terms of axial chord cx, inflow is at x = - 0.93cx and              
outflow is at x = 0.58cx. The spanwise extent is 0.2C. The            
inflow angle was 32.7o. The solution is periodic in the          
spanwise and tangential directions. At the inflow plane, the         
velocity and pressure were specified, and density determined        
by extrapolation from the interior as needed by        
characteristics at this subsonic inflow plane. At the subsonic         
outflow plane, pressure is held fixed and other quantities are          
extrapolated from the interior. Near the outflow plane a         
buffer zone is present where the fields are filtered         
aggressively. Small scales that are represented in the blade         
passage will disappear in buffer. Without such damping of         
small scales there would be reverse flows as vortices convect          
out causing the solution to break down.  
 
 

 

Figure 2 Overset O-grid wrapped around blade and        
background H-grid. All lengths are scaled with       
blade C. 

 

For the cascade problems considered here the       
curvilinear coordinate 𝜉 varies along curves that wrap around         
the blade, 𝜂 varies along curves that begin normal to blade           
surfaces, but 𝜁 = z. From a trial LES, grid spacing in wall             
units was calculated. The size of the trial grid was estimated           
based on our experience with LES of compressor cascades at          
higher Reynolds numbers. Blade-normal gridpoints were      
redistributed to get a more acceptable spacing. The results         
presented here are from this second grid. The O-grid         
wrapped around the blade had 469 points around the blade          
and 75 points across. The H-grid had 300 points from inflow           
to outflow, and 300 in the tangential direction. Both had 100           
points over the span. Since many H-grid nodes are omitted          
from the computations, the total number of gridpoints is         
about 11.45 million. 

On the second grid, spacing is generally within        
acceptable limits, especially over the pressure surface where        
the minimum wall normal spacing ∆𝜂+ < 0.35, streamwise         
spacing ∆𝜉+ < 50 and spanwise spacing ∆z+ < 7. Typical           
values for LES in the literature are ∆𝜂+ < 1, ∆z+ < 20, ∆𝜉+ <               
80. Over the suction surface, such estimates are less helpful          
because flow is not turbulent and attached till about 90%          
chord. Then, ∆𝜂+ = 0.9, ∆z+ < 17, and ∆𝜉+ = 100. These are              

values for the simulation with inflow fluctuations;       
corresponding values were smaller with a uniform inflow.        
While the wall-normal and spanwise spacing are within        
desirable limits, the streamwise spacing is a little larger even          
on this grid. Marty (2014) has significantly better resolution         
(< 22, streamwise; < 0.06, wall-normal; < 5, spanwise). A          
finer grid computation is in progress. LES were performed         
with a uniform inflow, and with turbulent fluctuations.  

To provide turbulent fluctuations, a precursor      
simulation of forced, homogeneous, isotropic turbulence was       
performed on a cube of side 0.2cx (span of cascade LES) on a             
100 X 100 X 100 grid. From the field that had become            
stationary, data was added as fluctuations to the mean flow at           
the inflow plane. The box was replicated about 5 times to           
cover the inflow boundary. Velocity fluctuation level was        
1.7% of mean at inflow plane. 

Computations were continued for 3 flow-through      
durations (axial chord/mean axial velocity at inflow) before        
collecting data for statistics. In the following, statistics are         
over  the subsequent 3 flow-through times.  

The timestep was determined by setting the maximum        
CFL number to be 0.25. On Intel Haswell 2.5GHz, 12-core          
CPUs, using 1080 cores, one flow through takes about a day           
(wall clock). 

Results 
 

An impression of the solution can be gathered from Fig.          
3. Vorticity magnitude contours on a z-constant plane at an          
instant has been shown. Turbulent fluctuations decay       
upstream of the cascade. Within the blade passage, flow         
structures get elongated due to the acceleration. A rapid         
thickening of the suction surface boundary occurs. We can         
also observe the wake disappear in the outflow buffer.  
 

 
 

Figure 3. Vorticity magnitude contours on an x-y        
section at an instant from LES with inflow        
fluctuations. 
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Figure 4. Mean isentropic Mach number distribution       
along blade surface. ( ◯ ): experiment, 0.9% tunnel         
turbulence level; (━━━): with inflow velocity      
fluctuations; (━ ━ ━): without inflow fluctuations. 
 

In the experiments, the measured quantities were       
reported as isentropic Mach number MS along the blade         
surface, and wake loss (pt1 - pt)/pt1 along x = 0.465cx. The            
mean isentropic Mach number distribution from the LES        
agrees closely with that from the experiment everywhere on         
the pressure surface (Fig. 4). Relative uncertainty in the         
experiment for isentropic Mach number was reported to be         
0.4% to 1.2% (Michalek et al., 2012). There is a noticeable           
difference over the suction surface from about 60% chord         
till the trailing edge. The effect of including inflow         
turbulence is found close to the suction surface trailing edge          
only---the pressure rise is delayed slightly. Similar       
distributions were obtained from LES (Marty, 2014), DNS        
(Hillewaert et al., 2014; Garai et al., 2016). Among these,          
the solution in Garai et al. (2016) shows the closest          
agreement with experiment; over 60% to 90% chord, with a          
uniform inflow, there is little difference between their DNS         
and experiment. However, in their DNS with inflow        
turbulence of 3.2%, the distribution was similar to that in the           
present LES. 

Wake loss profiles from the LES differ from the         
experiments in magnitude and width (Fig. 5). The present         
simulation is quite close to a previous DNS with inflow          
fluctuations of 3.2% (Garai et al., 2016). The maximum loss          
was 0.06 compared to 0.09 in the experiment. Here, the          
maximum is about 0.05 (Fig. 5). In Garai et al (2016), the            
width was about the same as in the experiment with a           
uniform inflow, but was narrower with inflow fluctuations.        
The profiles were shifted so that peak locations coincided, so          
the lateral offset is not known. In the DNS of Hillewaert et            
al. (2014), the maximum loss was 0.048, and the offset          
between profile peaks in DNS and experiment was about         
30% of pitch. Here, the offset is about 10% of pitch. A            
significant underprediction of loss is common to the present         
LES and the two DNS in the literature.  In the experiments, 

flow separates but does not reattach on the blade leading to           
large losses (Michalek et al., 2012). The discrepancies in the          
computations may arise from this difference. It was also         
noted that the exit angle had significant sensitivity to inflow          
turbulence level at the lowest Reynolds number (80,000). A         
resolution of this discrepancy in wake loss requires a closer          
specification  of the conditions in the experiment. 
 
Figure 6 shows distributions of skin friction coefficient Cf         
along the blade surface, with and without inflow turbulence.         
The differences are small over most parts of both surfaces.          
Significant differences occur only at the end of the separation          
on the suction surface. The presence of inflow turbulence         
reduces the bubble size, and strength of the flow. The          
distribution on the pressure surface differs from that of Garai          
et al (2016) who had obtained Cf < 0 over most of the             
pressure surface. Over the suction surface, there good        
agreement on the distribution, especially the long region of         
weak reverse flow, followed by a short region of stronger          
flow and reattachment.  

 

Figure 5 Profiles of total pressure loss (pt1 - pt)/pt1 in           
the wake at x = 0.465cx. 

 

Figure 6 Skin friction coefficient along blade       
surface. 
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Figure 7 Iso-surfaces of the 2nd invariant Q at an          
instant, scaled with (cx/U∞)2, colored with axial       
velocity. LES with inflow turbulence. Sequence of       
spanwise roller appear on separated suction      
surface boundary layer, and undergo rapid      
breakdown to turbulence. From LES with inflow       
turbulence. 

 
An LES provides many other quantities that can be         

helpful in understanding the physical processes and flow        
structure. Figure 7 shows iso-surfaces of the second        
invariant of the velocity gradient tensor Q > 0 at an instant in             
the LES with inflow turbulence; Q > 0 in regions where           
vorticity dominates strain rate, and is used to visualize         
vortices. Iso-surface level is Q(cx/U∞)2 = 200; surfaces are         
colored by streamwise component of velocity to increase        
contrast for visualization. The rollers form on the separated         
shear layer, marked by the small negative Cf region (Fig. 6).           
These rollers breakup continuously into smaller structures as        
the flow travels downstream. 

A different view in Fig. 8 highlights the structural         
development of transition. Here we can observe small        
spanwise variations, almost from the leading edge itself, near         
the suction surface. These streamwise structures have been        
induced in the boundary layer by the freestream turbulence in          
the incident flow. These end up in spanwise rollers shown in           
Fig 7, and suddenly break up into much finer scale structures.           
This development of streamwise structure in the blade        
boundary layer is a typical signature of flow development in          

bypass transition. Here, the final stages, of the formation of          
hairpins on streaks, appearance and mergers of spots etc.,         
have also been by-passed due the separation. A similar         
transition process has been observed in LES/DNS of a         
compressor cascade (Rizvi & Mathew, 2017). 

 

 
 

Figure 8 Iso-surfaces of Q shows streamwise       
structures induced by freestream turbulence. 
 
 
It was noted above that the grids used were arrived at based            
on experience with similar computations for a compressor        
cascade. From solutions on a trial grid (grid 1), a new grid            
(grid 2) was selected so that the resolution would be better           
near the end of transition, wall normal spacing in wall units           
would be less than unity. Spanwise spacing should be O(20),          
and streamwise O(100) or better. Note that these are         
quantities that are obtained after the computation. Another        
assessment is by examining spectra. Figure 9 shows energy         
spectra from grid 1, and grid 2 for flow with and without            
inflow turbulent fluctuations, from time series recorded in        
the blade wake near its trailing edge. It is evident that the            
refinement has extend the spectrum, and increased the        
content over a range of higher wavenumbers when grid II          
was used. The differences at low frequency indicates that a          
finer grid should be used to confirm that large scale          
dynamics have been captured.  This work is in progress. 
 

 
 
Figure 9 Power spectral density from a probe        
located in the blade wake, near its trailing edge. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
An explicit filtering method for LES was applied to         

obtain the flow through the T106C turbine cascade.        
Simulations were performed with and without turbulent       
fluctuations in the incident stream. The solutions obtained        
are comparable to those reported earlier of DNS/LES with         
three different techniques---finite elements, DNS (Hillewaert      
et al., 2014), finite volumes, LES (Marty, 2014), and spectral          
elements, DNS (Garai et al., 2016). The present method uses          
compact finite differences. Typically, SGS models in       
common LES methods have difficulties when transitional       
regions are extensive, and near walls where some damping is          
needed. The explicit filtering method has not exhibited such         
difficulties. At the relatively low Reynolds number of        
80000, most of the suction surface is in a laminar,          
transitional state. The present LES has captured the presence         
of weak streamwise vortices in the boundary layer, induced         
by freestream turbulence. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
 
A vector of transported variables 
b cascade pitch 
Cf skin friction coefficient 
C blade chord 
cx axial chord 
F, G, H fluxes 
k wavenumber 
MS, MS2 isentropic Mach number, at 2 (exit) 
p static pressure 
pt, pt1 total pressure, at 1 (inlet) 
Q 2nd invariant of velocity gradient tensor 
ReS2 isentropic Reynolds number at exit 
t time 
T(k) filter transfer function 
u, v, w velocity components 
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates 
U∞ mean inflow velocity 
 
𝛾 specific heat ratio 
𝜉, 𝜂, 𝜁 curvilinear coordinates 
𝜌 density 
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